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The next generation of rugged Surface Pro cases are now Microsoft Design 
for Surface® (DfS) certified and have been redesigned with a new, bottom 
snap wall. When attached, the bottom snap wall provides full protection. 
When removed, a type cover keyboard can be added to instantly turn your 
Surface device into a 2-in-1 laptop or PC. The shock-absorbing rubber 
bumpers and a rigid shell have been designed to fit securely around the tablet 
and provide superior protection to your mobile Microsoft Surface® Pro device. 

Standard rugged case includes: 

 Case with removable bottom snap wall 
 Back hand strap 
 Briefcase handle 
 Snap mount plate 
 Type cover loop 
 Protective port covers 

Compatible with Type Cover/Keyboard.  See Premium Case 

MobileDemand also offers a Standard Surface Pro Bundle which includes 
everything you see here pre-assembled: 

 Surface Pro laptop/tablet 
 Premium rugged case 
 Pre-applied screen protector 

Microsoft Surface Rugged Case Technical Specifications 

Compatible with: Microsoft Surface® Pro 7, Surface Pro 6, Surface Pro LTE, 
Surface Pro 4, and the Surface Pro (2017/5th Gen) 

  



Overview 
Next generation Surface Pro case is designed for peace of mind investment 
protection with productivity enhancing add-ons. Designed for Microsoft 
Surface certified, this case has been reengineered to include a removable 
bottom snap wall. This rail provides ultimate flexibility by offering full device 
protection when attached.  When removed, the user can easily add a type 
cover for 2-1 capability. 

The back hand strap and briefcase handle attachment, make the Surface Pro 
tablet easy to carry, ideal for anyone in industries such as, retail, healthcare, 
logistics, field service & sales, entertainment management, food & beverage 
distribution, manufacturing, or supply chain.  

Engineered for enterprise productivity, the MobileDemand Rugged xCase for 
Surface Pro is made to fit the Microsoft Surface Pro 7, Pro 6, Surface Pro 
LTE, Surface Pro (2017), and Surface Pro 4. Improvements to the shock 
absorbing rubber corner bumpers, provides a more industrial look and feel 
along with a structurally rigid shell that supports additional productivity 
enhancements, like chip & pin payment modules, magnetic stripe 
readers, barcode scanning, or 3D camera technology.   

An option for companies purchasing multiple devices is the ability for 
MobileDemand to apply custom asset tag labels to each individual case. 
Asset tags allow users to maintain an efficient, effective system for controlling 
and tracking the tablets. 

For on-the-road applications, MobileDemand recommends the use of the 
tablet vehicle mount. It keeps the device safe and secure and is an ergonomic 
way to utilize the tablet when not in-transit. 

MobileDemand also offers bundles which include the Surface Pro tablet, our 
protective rugged case, and screen protector, all applied by MobileDemand 
tablet experts. 

Note: The SIM card slot is covered and inaccessible when the rugged case is 
on the tablet. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


